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ABSTRACT Requirement validation contributes significantly toward the success of software projects.
Validating requirements is also essential to ensure the correctness of embedded systems in the auto industry.
The auto industry emphasizes a lot on the verification of car designs and shapes. Invalid or erroneous
requirements lead to inappropriate designs and degraded product quality. Considering the required expertise
and time for requirement validation, significant attention is not devoted to verification and validation of
requirements in the industry. Currently, the failure ratio of software projects is significantly higher and the
key reason for that appears to be the inappropriate and invalidated requirements at the early stages in the
projects. To that end, we propose a model-based approach that uses the existing V&V model. Through
virtual prototyping, the proposed approach eliminates the need to validate the requirements after each stage
of the project. Consequently, the model is validated after the design phase and the errors in requirements
are detected at the earliest stage. In this research, we performed two different case studies for requirement
validation in the auto industry by using a modeling-based approach and formal technique using Petri nets.
A benefit of the proposed modeling-based approach is that the projects in the auto industry domain can be
completed in less time due to effective requirements validation. Moreover, the modeling-based approach
minimizes the development time, cost and increases productivity because the majority of the code is
automatically generated using the approach.
INDEX TERMS Requirement engineering, requirement validation, formal verification, requirement
modeling, embedded system, automotive industry.
I. INTRODUCTION
Requirement Engineering (RE) is a key activity during the
software engineering process that plays a vital role in the suc-
cess of software projects [1]. Every business wants to improve
its productivity, minimize the cost of projects, and achieve
maximum quality. Nowadays, the emphasis of most of the
software-assisted industries is on the accuracy, reliability, and
trustworthiness of the products. For this purpose, validating
requirements at the earlier stage of the projects is essentially
vital. A requirement is a specification of a need(s) and the
term requirement denotes the functionality of the system [2].
In the RE process, initially, all the requirements are writ-
ten in natural language and subsequently the experts ana-
lyze these requirements and develop specifications [3], [4].
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Resul Das .
A specification is the systematic form of requirements. When
the requirements are collected, the validation and specifi-
cation of these requirements is an issue since formalizing
the requirements and extracting the appropriate word from
the written document is a challenging task for requirement
engineers [5]. Extracting the appropriate word from the nat-
ural language increases the understand-ability and clarifies
the functional requirements of the system [6]. The goal of
information extraction is to automatically distill and structure
the unstructured user stories, to make it more facile to locate
information of interest in sizable volumes of data [7]. Given
the large amounts of data available in a digitized textual form
that is collected from the user, it is paramount to provide
mechanisms that sanction users to extract nuggets of relevant
information from the ever-growing volumes of potentially
paramount documents [8].
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FIGURE 1. Requirement validation process.
A large number of errors occur in the systems due to the
poor requirements and several systems fail due to the informal
requirements [9]. Requirement validation and specification
ensure that all the requirements are correct, complete, con-
sistent, and fulfill the customer needs [10]. For this purpose,
requirement models can be created to ensure that all the
requirements are correct and satisfy customer needs. Figure 1
shows the requirement validation process by specifying the
inputs and outputs.
Applying the requirement validation at the early stage of
the system has numerous benefits, for example, the issues
arising due to imprecise requirements at later stages of the
software development can be evaded. For a life-critical sys-
tem, if the requirements are not validated at the start, then
there might be substantial risks for human life if the prob-
lems appear later due to ambiguous requirements. Moreover,
a benefit of validating requirements at an earlier stage is
that it not only results in significant cost reduction but also
minimizes threats to human lives in case of safety-critical
systems [11].
In the past decades, several formal techniques were used
to reduce the cost and to achieve quality in software prod-
ucts. The human involvement in validation and analysis of
requirements increases the chances of errors. Requirement
validation of software projects is a challenging but necessary
step to ensure the success and quality of developed software.
Validating requirements is a complex task because it requires
a lot of effort, time, and cost to verify the requirements
formally. Invalid or erroneous requirements result in the form
of failure of the project.
A model-driven and rapid prototyping approach in agility
increase the understandability of requirements. However,
they are also costly, since it should not be used in large-scale
and embedded projects [12].
Many software projects fail because the requirements are
not validated in the initial stages of the projects and con-
sequently, the requirements remain vague, incomplete, or
inconsistent [13]. Such requirements result in problems at
the later stages of the projects. However, validating the
requirements at the earlier stages of the project will not only
minimize the errors but also increases productivity.
Software modeling is an essential factor in project success.
A model is a graphical visualization of factor that enhances
the understanding of software requirements [14]. The benefit
of modeling is that the requirement can be validated ear-
lier, and the fault detection and correction is less expensive.
Moreover, the model understanding is easier not only for
requirement analysts but also for the customers.
Requirement validation is also important for the auto
industry because it contributes toward better auto designs or
shapes. For example, a better design or shape of racing cars
requires the dragging force to be minimized. Considering the
complexity of the auto manufacturing processes, the afore-
mentioned requirement related to the auto industry can be
easily validated using the modeling-based techniques in con-
trast to performing the reviews, inspection, prototyping, and
formal verification. Moreover, a benefit of validation through
modeling is that it not only reduces the development time and
cost but also increases productivity. The above-mentioned
benefits are also highly desired by the auto manufacturing
industry.
A Petri net is a graphical and mathematical modeling tool
applicable to many systems [15]. As a graphical tool, they
can be used as visual communication aids. On the other
hand, as a mathematical tool, it is possible to set up state
equations, algebraic expressions, and other system behavior.
The primary difference between Petri net and modeling is
the presence of tokens, which are used for the simulation
of system’s concurrent and dynamic behavior. The Petri net
focuses on the correctness of the system state while the
modeling focuses on both the system’s accuracy and design.
Requirement validation through modeling is easier to under-
stand for the user; however, the Petri nets are complicated
for the user to understand and therefore, require high-level of
expertise [16].
Requirement modeling is the most essential activity when
we know about the culture of the organization but also plays
a vital role in the initial stage of the project. In the first phase
when the requirements are collected, the requirements are
in the form of stories that need to be presented in a formal
way that every stakeholder can understand easily. In this
paper, we apply a modeling-based methodology which is a
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combination of the formal techniques andmathematical mod-
eling for requirement validation in embedded system design.
A benefit of the proposed modeling-based approach is that
it not only helps in ensuring quality during the requirement
analysis process but also minimizes the costs and time for
the project [17]. The proposed modeling-based requirements
validation approach removes the ambiguities and inconsis-
tencies from the requirements because every requirement is
finalized at the start of the project. Moreover, the afore-
mentioned approach increases the communication between
different stakeholders that prevent the project from reworks,
due to requirements fixed at the initial stage.
According to research by Carnegie Mellon University’s
Edge Case Research group, the problem in the auto industry
is that the requirements are more complex and therefore,
complete testing seems impractical due to mass-scale pro-
duction. Therefore, the manufacturers’ focus remains on the
key functionality rather than drawing correlations among
various factors, for example, how significantly dragging force
affects the fuel consumption and speed of racing cars [18].
Contrary to the formal method techniques, the requirement
validation through modeling does not emphasize on the
expertise of a human. Instead, it auto-generates the code
that increases productivity and minimizes the time and bud-
get of the project. There are different modeling techniques,
such as simulation, test case generation, inspections, and
reviews. Improving the quality and productivity of the prod-
uct is the main concern of every auto industry. Organizations
employ different approaches to validate the requirements.
However, for complex domains, such as the auto industry that
require extensive testing, it is hard to validate the require-
ments completely through conventional requirement valida-
tion processes. In this paper, we performed simulation-based
modeling that validates the requirements through modeling
in the auto industry. A benefit of requirement validation
through modeling is that it allows accommodating require-
ment changes at the start stage and fixes the problems as per
customer needs thereby minimizing the chances of project
failure [19].
To accomplish the requirement validation task in the
auto industry through modeling, we used the SCADE tool.
Through SCADE, we validate the requirements of embed-
ded systems in the auto industry and focus on requirement
validation for both the functional correctness as well as the
attractiveness of designs or shapes of the racing cars. The key
contributions of this research are:
• We present a model-based approach for requirement
validation that minimizes the iterations performed after
each phase in the V&V model.
• The approach detects the errors at the early stages of
the project through virtual prototyping and consequently
can minimize failure or risks in the later stages of the
project.
• The proposed technique increases productivity through
auto code generation because we do not have to spend a
lot of time in project implementation.
• Through the virtual prototyping, we can reduce the pro-
duction cost and improve the quality of the project.
• The proposed approach does not require human exper-
tise for requirement validation because it validates the
requirements through modeling and simulation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the related work whereas Section 3 discusses the
motivation for the proposed work. The proposed model and
validation through SCADE along with the proposed method-
ology are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 describes the
simulation results of our proposed methodology whereas
Section 6 concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
For over a decade, industries have used different techniques
for requirement validation for embedded systems. In [20],
the authors validated the requirements through a formal
approach for the European railway system. The authors for-
malized a set of 90 requirements and subdivided the require-
ments into different classes and subsequently converted the
requirements from informal to formal way with user accep-
tance and scalability. Although the authors solve the specific
problem, the technique does not have applicability for all
embedded systems because it requires expertise to apply
formal techniques and is, therefore, considered as expensive.
The authors in [3], applied the requirement validation
on the new millennium program—a NASA’s project with a
focus on requirement validation for space flight system. The
authors initially formalized the requirements for the embed-
ded system and subsequently implemented the code and in
the end, performed validation through the formal technique.
Moreover, the authors negotiated the process activities and
design sense making [21] and solved the issues of require-
ment stabilizing during project selection. However, a down-
side of such approaches is their applicability up-to abnormal-
ities and failures observance only to ABS system. [22].
During the past decade, different formal method tech-
niques have been proposed to reduce the cost of software and
to improve quality. Zafar et al. [23] solved the problem of
requirement validation through a formal technique where the
requirement analyst had no expertise in informal techniques
and also reduced the cost of testing. The authors in [24]
used the Specification of Simple Control System (SCR) for
requirement specification and validation. The SCR method
automatically generates test cases and source code. A recent
study [25] was conducted in which the researchers developed
a tool that generates the test cases from the code. Through
test cases the authors validated only functional requirements;
however, the tool does not give any indication about the
efficiency and correctness [26].
In the auto industries, it is impossible to accomplish
exhaustive testing at the initial stage to guarantee the safety
of the life-critical systems. The authors in [27] proposed
an approach to improve validation safety and efficiency and
also to increase the accuracy of Highly Automated Vehicles
(HAVs). The approach improved the testing efficiency at the
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phase level and also certified the techniques from ISO 26262.
However, the proposed technique did not provide effective
results on the system (complete testing) level testing due to
its reliance on some assumptions.
Another related study conducted by [28] used a tool
called T tool based on NuSMV for requirement specifica-
tion. The authors checked the scalability through different
techniques and specified the requirement at the early stages.
The approach was able to find defects at the initial stage
informally and efficiently but failed at large-scale and embed-
ded systems projects. Moreover, the tool does not provide
any graphical representation and is consequently hard to
understand.
The authors in [4] employed a methodology which pre-
scribes how different stakeholder use the same set of require-
ments virtually and validate those requirements. The authors
solved the problem of communication and collaboration
between client and requirement engineer. For this purpose,
the authors developed a tool called TestMEReq through
which requirement engineers effectively communicates the
requirements with the customer to fix the issues at the initial
stage. The Tool not only reduces the time and cost required to
fix the requirements but also restricts the development orga-
nization form the incorrect implementation. TestMEReq tool
facilitates the client and requirement engineer by expediting
the process of requirement validation through face to face
meetings. However, the proposed approach is not effective
for large-scale projects because of the difficulty to facilitate
face to face meetings of a large number of stakeholders and
team members.
Kiran et al. [17] proposed a framework to define different
requirement validation techniques for requirement validation
based on the nature of projects. The proposed framework
is useful for project managers because it helps them in
selecting the requirement validation tools or techniques for
different projects that eventually reduces the time and cost
of the project. The techniques considered by the authors
include prototyping, inspection, testing, viewpoint, model-
based, and simulation. The approach mainly focuses on facil-
itating requirement engineers for the selection of appropriate
requirement validation techniques. The proposed technique
was applied to a project where designing is a key concern
of the client. Therefore, based on the proposed framework’s
guidelines, the particular requirement validation technique is
selected, and a prototype is generated. Prototyping, in this
case, shows the design properties and functionality of the
system but does not encompass the correctness of the system
functionality. Through this framework, the quality of the
project has improved; due to selecting the proper requirement
validation techniques. The proposed framework guidelines
are limited to specific projects and techniques.
The author in [12] proposed a framework to review the
different approaches in agile methodology with model-driven
development. The research combines different phases of agile
with model-driven development or test-first development to
build the software. The authors evaluated their work through
a case study that is limited to a specific domain. The frame-
work gives efficacious results in small scale project in agile
methodology to utilize a model-driven approach. But their
methodology has a limitation to utilize in astronomically
immense scale project and very costly to utilize in embedded
system.
The authors in [29] demonstrating the safety of automated
driving requirement validation and testing. The level of safety
assurance demanded embedded systems would require at
least a billion hours of testing. In fact, this number should
be much bigger to achieve statistical significance. This leads
to the idea of the in-feasibility of complete testing.
Rapid changes in technology brought revolution in the
auto industry to increase the safety of life in modern vehi-
cles. In [30] the authors proposed a systematic approach to
model-based supervisor design, which helps to increase the
safety of traffic and to reduce the fuel consumption based
on dragging force. The proposed study also helps in air
pollution reduction. A model-based supervisory approach is
effective for requirement validation of the auto industry in
five stages namely, (i) behavior specification, (ii) require-
ment modeling, (iii) controller synthesis, (iv) simulation, and
(v) testing. The proposed model helps to remove the ambi-
guity from the requirements. It generates codes and solves
the problem of traffic automation with advanced vehicles.
The authors solved the problem of automatic vehicles of
Toyota and performed testing successfully on each phase.
The integration testing of the proposed technique did not
yield effective results due to inappropriate code generation
for different modules which creates problems in integration.
The authors in [31] demonstrated the usage of Petri nets for
developing an embedded system to check the unambiguity,
completeness, correctness, and consistency in requirements.
The study focuses on the specification of embedded system
software with early validation of the model using Petri nets.
The requirement validation through Petri nets concentrates on
the correctness of the system rather than the design function-
ality of the system.
In the last years, the requirements engineering community
is witnessing the emergence of research approaches based
on the exploitation of huge amounts of data gathered from
software repositories and system usage. These approaches
tackle research questions such as identifying candidate fea-
tures, predicting productivity and planning releases. The
authors in [32] also present a novel, data-driven approach
to providing automated support for project managers and
other decision-makers in predicting delivery capability for an
ongoing iteration.
The authors in [17] identified various requirement val-
idation techniques like requirements testing, prototyping,
reviews, writing user manual, preview, formal specification,
viewpoint Based, simulation-based, throwaway prototyping,
model checking, evolutionary processes, theorem proving,
commenting, inspection process, test case driven inspection,
walk-through, reading, ad-hoc based, checklist-based, per-
spective, defect based, and scenario-based. The techniques
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are helpful to build defect-free and quality software products.
The proposed study tells about the benefit of each technique,
which helps us developing quality software. These techniques
require an expert to select the appropriate technique for
requirement validation which makes the project more costly
and time-consuming. Table 1 presents a comparison of dif-
ferent requirement validation techniques, their features, and
association among them.
III. MOTIVATION FOR THE PROPOSED WORK
According to the Standish research report, waterfall projects
have three times the failure rate as compared to the agile
projects [39]. The United States spends around $250 billion
each year on IT applications and approximately 31.1% of
projects fail due to the complex requirements [40].
Waterfall projects are not flexible enough to accommo-
date the change of requirements at each stage as compared
to the agile methodology. The reason for the failure of most
of the projects appears to be a failure to meet the: (i) sched-
ule, (ii) budget of the project, (iii) needs of stakeholder,
and (iv) project functional requirements and scope, because
of the complexity and volatility of the requirements. The
above-mentioned failure reasons aremainly overlooked in the
RE Processes. Overseeing the mentioned factors negatively
impacts the reputation, marketability, and customer satisfac-
tion of the company’s products.
Therefore, it is equally valid to state that the RE processes
are related not only to the cost and time but also affect
the reputation of the entire organization. Moreover, failure
of IT projects is not only risky in terms of cost but also
life-threatening due to poor requirement validation. Further-
more, the Standish report has proven that inappropriate RE
practices can cause around 43% of project failure [39]. How-
ever, project failure can be minimized through appropriate
understanding, negotiation, and validation of the require-
ments. To validate the requirements at the early stage of
the project, we propose a model-based approach that deals
with the complex and changing requirements to overcome the
project failure, budget, and time.
IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Validation of requirements is one of the most important
step for project success. Validating the requirements through
formal techniques not only improves the quality and accu-
racy but also reduces the cost of the project [27]. In this
paper, we have proposed a model-based approach for require-
ment validation in the automotive industry using the existing
V&V model. The proposed approach validates requirements
through the combination of formal and mathematical model-
ing. It, unlike the V&V process model, eliminates the need to
validate the requirements at every phase of the project. This
approach not only improves the quality of the project but also
increases the accuracy of the requirements. It also reduces
the burden of rework in situations where requirements change
later on in the project. The proposed methodology consists of
the following steps:
1) Identification of requirements validation steps using
the V & V process model.
2) Elimination of steps from the V & V process model
3) Requirements Modeling Using Tool for V & V
Below is the description of all the steps involved:
A. IDENTIFICATION OF REQUIREMENTS VALIDATION
STEPS USING THE V & V PROCESS MODEL
The V model is a model for the Software Development
Life Cycle (SDLC) where the process executes sequentially.
It is based on the association of a testing phase for each
corresponding development stage. Testing activities are per-
formed extensively at each development phase of the project
that is extremely risky and time-consuming. This model
is not suitable for projects where requirements frequently
change. This also does not support the iteration of phases,
which is time-consuming because of the testing process that
is performed after each phase of development. Due to the
above-stated issues, we have proposed a model that identifies
different development phases and helps us in requirement
designing and validation. The process of how different phases
of the V model are identified for a requirements validation is
shown in Figure 2.
The proposed approach identifies the requirements valida-
tion steps that helps us develop a quality project and fulfill
customer needs. The model-based approach validates the
requirement in seven steps.
• Step 1:The requirement analyst gathers the requirements
from the customer that is called the customer needs.
• Step 2: Requirements written in natural language are
analyzed and converted into technical jargon.
• Step 3: After analysis, the requirements are modeled to
make them more understandable to all stakeholders.
• Step 4: After modeling, these models are converted
into an architecture which is more meaningful than a
model.
• Step 5: After completing the architecture, a design is
created to validate the shape of the object (in this case
a car) in the designing phase.
• Step 6: The modeling-based approach automatically
generates codes based on design.
• Step 7: We perform the testing where we evaluate the
main functionality of the system.
The proposed model solves the complex user needs very
significantly to improve the accuracy and offer more accurate
results without increasing the human resources. To improve
the organization process, the proposed methodology helps
the organization to amplify and improve the progress on
lower cost. It also validates the requirements in the beginning
and subsequently reduces the cost as well as the efforts of
the project. We create a model from requirements and then
validate it through a model-based approach to make equation
and simulate it. In the beginning, it gives the output of our
requirement by just simulating. In this way, we can get results
without development. It avoids the repetition of verification
again and again in the V&V model.
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TABLE 1. Comparison of different requirement validation techniques.
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FIGURE 2. Proposed model of identification and validation of requirements for an embedded system in the auto industry.
B. ELIMINATION OF THE STEPS FROM THE
V & V PROCESS MODEL
As the industry is evolved, the technologies have also become
more complex and undergo rapid changes. To increase the
productivity of the development organization, we have elim-
inated some steps form the V model that speeds up the devel-
opment process without compromising on quality. Moreover,
our proposed technique completely accommodates the IEC
61508 standard [38].
The model-based approach offers industrial solutions for
developing safety-critical and embedded systems [41]. It sup-
ports the entire development and testing from the require-
ments analysis to the final product. As the proposed approach
is used for the accurate construction of automatic code gener-
ation and formal verification, the modeling solution increases
the productivity of team members and decreases the cost of
the project. There is no gap between the model used by the
design verifier for its analysis and the model that is executed
at simulation time or on target.
Generally, if the errors in software are detected at the
later stages, the cost of fixing the errors is much higher
as compared to the situations when the errors are detected
at the earlier stage, for example, requirement analysis. The
model-based approach focus on finding those steps that are
eliminated or minimized during the iterations of the Vmodel,
shown in Figure 3. It then eliminates the iterations of V
process model that minimizes the cost and schedule of the
project without compromising on its quality. In Figure 3,
the V process model on the left side after requirements analy-
sis represents the phases of requirements validation while on
the right side avoids the repetition of requirements validation
repeatedly. The proposed process supports the changes at
each stage and minimizes the iteration of testing after each
phase of the projects that is a big gap in the V model.
Invalidated requirements can cost human lives and finances
as well. These modeling techniques are used to overcome the
problems related to the ambiguity of requirements.
C. REQUIREMENTS MODELING USING V & V PROCESSES
Modeling is the key process for requirements validation in the
auto industry [18]. The proposed methodology validates the
shape of a car after the design phase through the modeling
approach and detects the errors at an earlier stage. A benefit
of employing modeling approach in the proposed scenario is
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FIGURE 3. SCADE Life-Cycle with minimization of V & V model steps.
that it not only generates effective designs or shapes of the
racing cars through virtual prototyping but also increases the
productivity and decreases the cost and time of the project,
as the major part of the code is auto-generated. Initially,
the requirements are elicited by the users and a model specifi-
cation is generated based on the requirements. Subsequently,
the test oracles are prepared for the sake of system analysis
and the system is visualized and the code is auto-generated
for the system by using a Model-based approach. A benefit
of using theModel-Based Approach is that different activities
are performed in a single step and the clients easily see the
virtual prototype at the initial phase of the projects and change
it according to their needs.
The Model-based approach also minimizes the simulation
time of embedded products by factors of 16 that reduces the
time from 72 hours to 4.5 hours [42]. The model shows that
after gathering the requirements from the client we can val-
idate the requirements through modeling at the initial level.
The whole process is described in Figure 4.
1) MODELING TOOL
Several tools are being used for designing and validating
the requirements. For requirement validation, the proposed
approach employs the Safety Critical Application Develop-
ment Environment (SCADE) tool by the Esterel technology.
Different steps are used to validate the requirements: First of
all the requirement analyst gathers the requirements from the
customer and then creates the geometry out of those require-
ments. After creating geometry parameters are assigned for
the shape of the car, such as velocity, pressure, volume, etc.
Subsequently, the parameter is finalized according to the
customer needs and simulation is started against the shape.
Finally, the results are matched with the requirements and the
dynamic behavior of the car is found. The above-stated steps
are illustrated in Figure 5.
2) VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF A SIMULATION TOOL
The requirement verification and validation process through
simulation tool using the SCADE are shown in Figure 6.
As discussed previously, the requirements of the customer
are written in natural language. The following methodology
validates the requirements by modeling the requirements
written in natural language. After finalizing the requirements
provided by various stakeholders, a model is created based on
the finalized requirements. After modeling, the geometry of
that car model based on customer needs is created that gives
information about themain functionality of the car. The shape
and main feature of the car can also be modified at this stage.
After fulfilling the customer needs by geometry, we move
to the next step where we perform the simulations. If the
geometry is not according to the customer needs then we need
to go for a change and redesign the geometry. The proposed
approach that uses a modeling tool reduces the cost of cod-
ing and testing of an embedded system by auto testing and
code generation. It optimizes the overall performance of the
system and enables a virtual prototype of the requirements.
The tool is based on a formal method that reduces cost and
improves accuracy. The model-based approach shows how to
reduce the cost of the project and improve the accuracy of the
software.
3) VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION LIFE-CYCLE
OF THE MODEL-BASED APPROACH
The model-based approach is used for requirement verifica-
tion and validation of embedded systems. Figure 7 shows the
process of requirements validation life cycle through model-
ing. The requirement validation life cycle model gives infor-
mation about the different activities of requirement validation
through a model-based approach for embedded systems.
The needs of a user are considered, and analysis is per-
formed over those requirements. After analysis, a structure
or shape is designed to make it more understandable for the
user. After designing we create a model of a car against the
user requirements.
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FIGURE 4. Requirement validation and verification process using a model-based approach.
FIGURE 5. Basic steps of SCADE model-based validation tool.
For example, suppose the requirement of the user is fuel
efficiency on a specific car model. We used the requirement
validation life cycle model to validate the user requirement.
Also, by using this model we have minimized the drag force
on a specific car model to validate the customer needs that
make a model more fuel-efficient. We calculate the drag force
of a vehicle to increase the fuel efficiency based on geometry,
which shows us the 3D version of the car and drags force is
calculated in Eq. 1 [43]. The basic formula for the drag force
is given below.
D = cd × Af × q (1)
where q = 1/2ρV 2
In the above equation D denotes the drag force, cd indicates
the coefficient of drag force on the body of a car, Af denotes
the Area of a car size of that model and q indicates the
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FIGURE 6. Verification and validation of simulation tool.
FIGURE 7. Verification and validation lifecycle of the proposed
model-based approach.
pressure against that model of vehicle. The values of q can be
put in Eq. 1, to identify the velocity, pressure, kinetic energy,
and dragging force of the car [44] to use the formula in Eq. 2.
D = cd × ρ × v
2 × A
2
(2)
In the above equation D is the drag force which shows the
resistance of air or water [44] against the body. These motion
and flow are called fluid dynamics. Through Eq.3 we have
found out the right side dragging force against that body. The
force that resists against the body is called the drag force
and is always in the opposite direction of the body [45]. Its
velocity is expressed in Newton and is denoted by (N).
WhereCD = 2F
ρAV 2
(3)
Equation 4 for the coefficient of lift-drag force [45] is given
below.
WhereCL = 2F
ρAV 2
(4)
where F is the force ρ is the density of air kg/m3 and v is the
velocity which is m/s.
In Figure 8 the above equation is applied which show that
how dragging force effect on a car body.
V. RESULTS
We validate the proposed model using two different case
studies. The first case study is related to minimizing the fuel
consumption of the Ford Motor car 2012 model. The com-
pany focuses on customer satisfaction and the improvement
of the required quality. In the first case study, we applied the
proposed model to validate the requirements in a real-time
scenario where a customer requires fuel efficiency on a spe-
cific model. For this purpose, we calculated the drag force
based on which, the speed, velocity, and pressure are cal-
culated on a virtual prototype of that specific car model.
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FIGURE 8. Air resistance showed on the 3D model of car.
The second case study is related to the Cruise Control System
with distance warning to validate the proposed model using
two different techniques. The first technique used is require-
ment validation through Petri nets and the second technique
used is the validation through modeling that is applied to the
car model of the BMW 2018 model.
The proposed model validated the requirements through
the dynamic behavior of a car. Our proposed approach uses
virtual prototyping in the auto industry rather than traditional
techniques, as it validates the requirements at the design level
based on vehicle shape and verify its features at the initial
level. Due to automatic testing and auto code generation,
the requirement engineers do not need any sort of testing
that eventually increases productivity, minimizes the time,
and saves the cost. We have considered the real needs of the
customer in Table 2 that they want a specific functionality in
a car that the company provides for its customers. It also min-
imizes the rework in the project at later stages. The customer
requirement validation in the first case study on Ford Motor
Company is presented below:
A. CUSTOMER SPECIFIC REQUIREMENT VALIDATION
(A CASE STUDY OF FORD MOTOR COMPANY)
The customer-specific requirement is documented along with
themodel of the car. The customer selected the 2012Model of
Ford Motor Company. The reason to select this model is that
the geometric dimensions and 3D design for this model are
freely available online. The car specifications for the selected
model is shown in Table 3 and the car model [46] is shown
in Figure 9.
The body of the car, besides the precise windscreen angle,
wasn’t compromised. We assumed that the side mirror was
neglected to make the design simple.
FIGURE 9. Ford 2012 model.
1) GEOMETRY
After finalizing andmodeling the requirements in solid works
from the customer we have imported the model design to
SCADE Tool that simulates the feature of that car at initial
phase before the manufacturing of that model of car in the
industry. We imported the model from Solid work to design
modeler where we introduced the geometry around, which
is shown in Figure 10. The specification of the geometry
was defined as the inlet to be placed at a space of 5cm car
length, 10cm car lengths outlets and 10cm height of car from
top and 10cm width of car from all sides and the effect of
windscreen angle was also checked on fuel consumption. All
of the work was done to confirm that the boundaries of the
area is not altering the final result and inlet is made sure to
be at a equitable distance to make sure the flow is reaching
at the front of geometry, which is streamlined already and is
totally free from any kind of eddies or disturbances.
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TABLE 2. Customer-Specific needs.
TABLE 3. Ford focus specifications.
FIGURE 10. Geometry through SCADE tool.
The final boundary of this enclosure was quite big. So, it
could take much time in setting up and generating result.
So we used the XY plane to slice whole model into a sym-
metry that is shown in Figure 11. This won’t change the
results, but ANSYS will realize the manipulation and gen-
eration of accurate results with less time consumption taken
for computing.
2) MESH GENERATION
For an effective mesh, the preferences of control were set to
Computational fluid dynamic Fluent (CFD). The Sizing of
mesh was assigned the function of ‘‘Proximity Curvature’’
to establish the elements in an effective way with contours.
Windscreen and the front end of the car were a assigned a
refinement function of level 2 shown in Figure 12, so themesh
density was increased around the important areas.
3) SETUP AND MODEL GENERATION
In the Fluent Module, we chose the steady-state and pressure
based settings. We then chose the Viscous-Turbulent (k-e)
model with a realizable option. As we expected the diverse
pressure so we chose a non-equilibrium turbulent flowmodel.
The velocity of a car which is 70mph after converting
the unit, the velocity was reached to 31.3 m/s which makes
the model more fuel-efficient. Turbulent behavior was shown
by air at this amount of velocity so we had to the defined
hydraulic diameter and turbulent intensity in equation 5 [47].
Turbulent intensity [48] in equation 7 was calculated by using
Reynolds number [49] and the hydraulic diameter was found
with the help of the area of inlet and inlet parameters defined
in equation 6 [50].
HydraulicDia. = 4× InletArea
InletPerimeter
(5)
ReynoldsNumber = Re = pUeDh
µ
(6)
TurbulentIntensity = I ≈ 0.16(Re)(−18) (7)
4) AUTO CODE GENERATION
Automatic code generation helps to increase the effectiveness
of complex software production by reducing the cost and
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FIGURE 11. 3D Symmetry through SCADE Tool.
FIGURE 12. Detailed mesh representation.
time associated with the coding effort. The generated code
faithfully reflects the model from which it is produced. In an
embedded system, SCADE generates a 60% auto code, which
means around 50 % reduction in cycle time and 5X reduction
in errors. The auto code generation sample from SCADE is
illustrated in Figure 13.
5) BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
• We assigned an enclosure inlet; velocity inlet was
assigned to air at 31.3m/s.
• We assigned Pressure outlet to the outlet.
• We designated XY-plane as the plane of symmetry.
• The Walls were assigned automatically as walls.
• We set the boundary condition at the start of simulation
experiments. The boundary condition for the different
parameters is depicted in Figure 14.
• Velocity vector visualization or virtual prototyping is
shown in Figure 15 and the dynamic simulation, path
visualization in Figure 16.
6) MASS AND MOMENTUM EFFECT ON DRAG FORCE
The simulation graph shows that themass and shape of the car
affect the dragging force. The greater the dragging force on
FIGURE 13. A sample of auto code generation.
a body of a car, the more is the power required for moving
that car. Moreover, when more power is required, the fuel
will be consumed more. Figure 17 shows that the momentum
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TABLE 4. Validated requirements results (fuel consumption table).
TABLE 5. Dragging Force Table.
FIGURE 14. Variable range information.
which denotes by p of a body is equal to the mass of the
body and velocity in which the equation is p=mv. Therefore,
the momentum is directly related to the velocity of the body
and the greater the mass and velocity, the greater will be the
momentum. When greater the is the momentum the less will
be the velocity of that car. In the above-mentioned case study,
we minimized the momentum to increase the velocity of the
car and minimize the drag force.
7) CALCULATE DRAG FORCE
From the coefficient of the equation, we have calculated the
drag force. Eq. 8 shows that if greater is the surface area of the
body then more force is required for moving that object [51].
In the coefficient equation, U is the flow velocity and p is the
mass density regarding that object.
Coefficient = 2 ∗ Force
U2A
(8)
Table 4 shows information about validated requirements
regarding fuel consumption. We calculated the drag force
in Table 5 for fuel consumption. We calculated drag force
on each angle and subsequently found the required power of
that model of car. We also calculated the velocity required for
that power and afterward, validated the requirements using a
model-based approach based on virtual prototyping. Through
the model-based approach, we calculated the drag force and
fuel consumption ratio based on the shape of a car at the initial
level. As we made validation on initial stages based on virtual
prototyping, it resulted in fewer resources required, cost, and
time consumption.
B. CUSTOMER SPECIFIC REQUIREMENT VALIDATION
(A CASE STUDY OF BMW 3 SERIES 2018 MODEL)
Table 6 represents the real needs of the customers that the
company provides for its particular customer. Now we vali-
date the customer requirements using a case study of BMW
Model 2018.
The specification of the case study is presented through
an example [52]. The pictorial representation is provided
in Figure 18.
We consider the example of the cruise control system,
having the following functionality:
At the initial stage, the system would remain in the OFF
state. As soon as the car has reached the speed of 60km/h,
the cruise controller automatically turns to ON state. Now,
the velocity of the car is stored in a (+) button. The (+)
button stores velocity and controls the car at a constant speed.
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FIGURE 15. Velocity vector visualization.
FIGURE 16. Particle path visualization.
TABLE 6. Customer specification for cruise control system.
Using the (+) button again increases the velocity with 4km/h.
The button (−) is used for the decrement of velocity with
a 4km/h. If the driver uses the brake the velocity goes to a
suspended state. After removing braking, the car goes again
to a moving state. In a suspended state, it matches the actual
velocity with a stored velocity. If the car matches the actual
velocity with stored velocity, then again cruise controller goes
to ON state. The cruise control system turns off by pushing
the button to OFF.
The case study that is explained through an example is
based on customers’ needs. Now we validate the customer
needs through the proposedmodel for requirement validation.
For the evaluation of a proposed model, we compare the pro-
posed modeling-based techniques with the formal technique
using Petri nets.
1) THE CASE STUDY EVALUATION THROUGH PETRI NETS
Let us reconsider the example of the cruise control sys-
tem with the customer specification in Table 6. The cruise
control system with distance warning is considered initially
off. The p1 state we have considered the OFF state of the
cruise control system. When the speed of the car reaches
60km/h, then the cruise control system goes to the ON
state. Therefore, different transition states and their actions
are defined as P1 (OFF state), T1 (Turn ON), p2 (Ready
state), T2 (store speed), T3 (Store velocity), p5 (cruise con-
troller system), and T8 (Brake). Consequently, the transition
connectivity becomes as p1–>T1–>p2–>T3, respectively.
The remaining states and their transitions are shown
in Figure 19.
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FIGURE 17. Mass and momentum graph.
FIGURE 18. Interface of Cruise controller system of BMW [53].
a: SPECIFICATION OF PETRI NETS SIMULATION
THROUGH CPN TOOL
Through CPN tool the Petri nets are simulated with different
runs as:
• Run1: (The cruise control system is an OFF state)
• Run2: (we assume that the speed of the car reached to
60km/h the cruise control system is turned ON state)
• Run3: (In turned ON state cruise controller store the
current velocity.)
• Run4: (increment velocity by 4km/h and decrement
velocity by 4km/h through cruise controller)
• Run5: (cruise controller goes to OFF state by clicking
brake.)
• Run6: (clicking on the brake the velocity goes to sus-
pended state)
These are the different runs through Petri nets using the
modeling simulation tool CPN, which shows the dynamic
behavior of the model.
b: REACH-ABILITY GRAPH ANALYSIS
For the net simulation validation, we used mathematical
analysis. Net simulation can be validated through three
different techniques namely, (i) linear invariant analysis,
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FIGURE 19. Petri nets for the cruise control system using CPN tool.
(ii) analysis with reach-ability graph, and (iii) model check-
ing. Therefore, we confirmed our simulation results with
reach-ability graph analysis. The reach-ability analysis graph
is shown in Figure 20, and markings are written as a row
vector.
Hence, the net is deadlock-free, and the reachability graph
has at least one outgoing edge.
2) THE CASE STUDY EVALUATION THROUGH MODELING
In this section, we evaluate the case study through the mod-
eling process. Using Scade2Nu to validate the safety-critical
requirements of the cruise control systemwith distance warn-
ing. Scade2Nu is a simulation tool that is created by Esterel
technologies [54]. Using the simulation tool for modeling
shows the dynamic behavior of requirements at the initial
stage. The cruise control system maintains the speed of a
car at a constant velocity. Figure 21 shows the machine state
of the cruise control system that is designed through the
circuit lab.
Based on these machine states, we set the boundaries and
written the codes in Scade2Nu. After coding completion,
we have translated the code of the cruise control system.
After the translated code, it generates some auto code with
a file extension.NuSMV. With the running of. NuSMV file,
we have found out the dynamic aspects of the architec-
ture. Through Scade2Nu, we have verified the different sets
of safety-critical requirements of the cruise control system,
which are listed below.
• Requirement 1: The cruise control system is initially at
the OFF state. It goes automatically to ON state when
the speed reaches to 60km/h.
• Requirement 2:When the driver clicks on the button (+),
its speed increases with a speed of 4km/h. On clicking
the button (−), its speed decreases by 4km/h.
• Requirement 3: When the driver pushes the brake,
the cruise control system goes automatically to the OFF
state.
• Requirement 4: All the states of the system verify the
requirements of customers.
a: BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
We have set the boundary condition in coding and saved
it with the .text file in a simulation tool, which is shown
in Figure 22.
b: Scade2Nu CODE FOR CRUISE CONTROL SYSTEM
The code written Scade2Nu tool for the cruise control system
to fulfill different cases of the requirements and their screen
short are given in Figure 23.
c: AUTO CODE GENERATION IN Scade2Nu
The translation of Scade file code generated automati-
cally.NuSMV file. This is the auto-generated code of the
Scade. It created the model of the targeted requirements. The
auto code is shown in Figure 24.
d: EVALUATION OF THE REQUIREMENTS
OF THE CRUISE CONTROL SYSTEM
Scade2Nu shows traces in a more friendly manner than
the other simple formal techniques, Petri nets, or other
techniques. Scade2Nu is a combination of mathematical
modeling, formal techniques, and simulation modeling.
Therefore, it can debug the SCADE model by analyzing the
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FIGURE 20. Reachability graph of the cruise control system.
FIGURE 21. Cruise control system architecture for customer requirement validation through modeling using a simulation Scade2Nu.
detail results. In our case, NuSMV reports that requirement 1,
requirement 2, and requirement 3 are valid and hence gives
true results. Requirement 4 is false sometimes, because,
in some cases, it is not verifying all the condition. When the
driver pushes the brake, it sometimes goes into interrupt state
and sometimes to standby. Their different traces are shown
in Figure 25.
C. HOW TO MINIMIZE THE EFFORT, COST, TIME
AND INCREASE THE PRODUCTIVITY
As stated earlier, the proposed technique requirement vali-
dation through modeling increases the productivity and min-
imize the effort, cost and time of the project. To prove our
claim, we are considered the same case study or the same set
of requirements to validate with two different techniques. The
first scenario is based on requirement validation through Petri
nets and the second scenario is the requirement validation
through modeling. We calculated the effort time and cost
using COCOMO II Post Architectural Model and find out
which method has minimized the time, effort and cost.
1) SCENARIO 1 USING A FORMAL TECHNIQUE
We developed the case study of the cruise control system or
the same set of requirements that are explained in Table 6.
For the case study, we developed the net architecture through
the CPN tool and generated the token among the differ-
ent transition graphs and their results are proved through
reach-ability graph analysis. After the evaluation of the net
based on experimental judgment, we assumed that the size
of the code for that net will be 4500 lines of code. Based on
Size, we calculated the effort. The effort is calculated based
on the formula of COCOMO II in Equations 9, 10, 11 [55].
We performed calculation directly and put their answer in
boxes which are given below:
Effort = AsizeBM (9)
Time = CEffort f (10)
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FIGURE 22. Boundary condition according to requirements using Scade2Nu tool.
FIGURE 23. Cruise control system codes using modeling and simulation tool Scade2Nu.
Staff = Effort
Time
(11)
So using the above formulas, we have calculated the Effort=
17.72PM, Time = 6.2Weeks, Staff = 2.8Person, and cost =
9000$ for scenario 1.
2) SCENARIO 2 USING MODELING
Reconsidering the first scenario to calculate the effort, time
and cost. we are using the same formula but changed the
developing environment from formal technique to modeling.
We assumed the line of code is the same for both scenarios
is 4500LOC whereas the SCADE tool generates 60% auto
code for the project. So the code which is written to the
programmer for the same project and the same case study is
2700LOC.Now putting the value in the formula, so the results
are: Effort = 9.6PM, Time = 5.1Weeks, Staff = 1.5person
and Cost = 5500$.
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FIGURE 24. Auto code generation for the cruise control system using Scade2NU.
FIGURE 25. Simulation results of a cruise control system with customer specification through modeling.
D. COMPARISON ANALYSIS OF REQUIREMENTS
VALIDATION THROUGH PETRI NETS
AND MODELING
There are different methods in the industry which are used
for requirement validation. In our case, we have validated the
case study through two techniques in which one is a formal
technique using Petri nets and the other is simulation through
modeling. Comparing these two methods of requirement val-
idation namely validation through Petri nets and validation
through modeling can be noted in Table 7.
E. DISCUSSION AND OUTCOME OF THE ANALYSIS
Through modeling, and intensive simulation of different case
studies with the different techniques, we have found that
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TABLE 7. Comparative analysis of requirement validation techniques.
the cost and time of the project are reduced, and it is also
proved through COCOMO II. Due to the prototype, the com-
pany and client both understand the final product at an ini-
tial level [56]. Through modeling, we can understand the
behavior of the project and the specification of the final
product.
1) REDUCTION IN PRODUCTION COST AND TIME
We estimated the production cost at the initial level by devel-
oping a virtual prototype. It helps the requirement analyst
to improve the feasibility of the project by determining the
cost at the initial level. It reduces the cost as well as speeds
up the process by using the auto code generation and auto
testing features. Modeling is a way of effective designing and
functionality of the system that can also find the correctness
of the system.
2) REDUCTION IN MODELING COST
We have found out that modeling has a high initial cost
because in the initial stage it requires a lot of effort to simulate
the problem. But in several ways, the initial cost of the project
can be minimized. To minimize the initial cost of the model,
we have used the SCADE tool which simulates real-time
requirements.
3) CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
The comparison analysis of validation through two different
techniques proved that customer easily understands the end
product using the modeling rather than validation through
formal technique using Petri nets. The proposed approach
validates the requirement at an early stage, and the required
changes can easily be handled through modeling at the initial
level. The customers are more satisfied through modeling
because they have validated their requirements through the
virtual prototype.
4) DESIGN VALIDITY
The proposed approach validated the customer specific needs
and verified the design through modeling according to case
study. It is always easier for the user or client to get the
picture or shape and functionality of the product through the
modeling at the early stage of the project.
5) IMPROVEMENT IN REQUIREMENT ACCURACY
At the end stage of the project, there are fewer chances to
evolve the requirements. But modeling increased the require-
ment accuracy because it validates the requirement at early
stages.
6) MINIMIZE THE RISK
The risks are minimized throughmodeling technique because
the customer validates the requirement at an early stage by
their own choice and fixes them.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH WORK
The requirement validation through modeling with the V
processes in the auto industry gives us a significant result.
However, every industry wants to improve their processes
and quality of the product in the auto industry. The pro-
posed approach also improves the productivity of a developer,
which resultantly, gives us a better-quality product. The pro-
posed model minimized the cost and effort of requirement
validation through modeling using auto code generation and
simulation through modeling. The errors which come due to
requirements validation in final product using model based
approach for validation were minimized with the help of the
virtual prototyping and auto testing. The virtual prototyping
in auto industries also has minimized the risk for manufac-
turing industries, as all of the specifications are finalized
in a virtual prototype. The modeling approach improves the
quality and design of the car. This approach also evaluated
the customer-specific requirements applied to the Ford Com-
pany Motor model and BMW model 2018 for the cruise
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control system. The methodology evaluated the real problem
of the auto industry to make a fuel-efficient car. The dragging
force of the Ford company motor 2012 model is calculated to
minimize the consumption of fuel. The dragging force on a
shape or model is also minimized to improve the speed of
auto to make a car more efficient those benefits for the auto
industry in many ways. The second case study is related to
the cruise control system which validated through two differ-
ent techniques, one is validation through a formal technique
using Petri nets and the second is validation through model-
ing. At last, we compared them and found some analysis.
This paper validated the requirements of embedded system
in the auto industry through modeling and formal technique
using Petri nets. However, we plan to enhance the current
model to increase the safety of a vehicle based on the V
process certified from ISO 912626. We also want to validate
the other requirements related to the anti-lock braking system,
traction control, emission control, airbags, and drive by wire,
etc. are also very important and we plan to validate our model
for these requirements in future. This will also improve the
quality of vehicles and customer satisfaction.
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